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Hypergeometric Series Well-Poised in SU(n) 
and a Generalization of Biedenharn’s G-Functions 
STEPHEN C. MILNE* 
Department of Mathematics, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843 
We prove that Hohnan’s hypergeometric series well-poised in SU(n) satisfy 
a general difference equation. We make use of the “path sum” function developed 
by Biedenham and this equation to show that a special class of these series, 
multiplied by simple products, may be regarded as a U(n) generalization of 
Biedenham and Louck’s G(d; X) functions for U(3). The fact that these 
generalized G-functions are polynomials follows from a detailed study of their 
symmetries and zeros. As a further application of our general difference equa- 
tions, we give an elementary proof of Holman’s U(n) generalization of the 
6F4(1) summation theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this paper we prove that Holman’s hypergeometric series [12, 131 well- 
poised in SU(n) satisfy a general difference equation. We make use of the 
“path sum” function (see Eq. 3.19) d eveloped by Biedenharn [8] and this 
equation to show that a special class of these series, multiplied by simple 
products, may be regarded as a U(n) generalization of Biedenharn and Louck’s 
[6, 7, 191 G(d; X) functions for U(3). The fact that these generalized G func- 
tions are polynomials follows from a detailed study of their symmetries and 
zeros. As a further application of our general difference equations, we give an 
elementary proof of Holman’s U(n) generalization [12] of the sF4(1) summation 
theorem. This paper should be read in conjunction with [9], where the back- 
ground to the problems we study is motivated and put in a broader mathematical 
perspective. 
Our starting point is Holman’s hypergeometric series [12, 131 well-poised 
in W(n) that are defined by: 
DEFINITION 1.1. We define 
$1 *** %k 
': ; 
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to be well-poised in SU(n) if q is a non-negative integer, n > 2, and 
j 3 n, 
4, - 4 = A,, > for s < I, 
ai, - asr - A,, , for i < s, (1.3) 
bi, - b.w = Ai, , for i < s, 
bii = 1, 1 <i<n. 
We shall call the a’s numerator parameters and the b’s denominator parameters. 
By (a), we mean the rising factorial (a), = a(a + 1) ... (a + m - 1). 
I f  we let A,, fl, , and A, be any three complex numbers and use the “sym- 
metric variables” xIa , xss , and xrs satisfying xii = -xii , and xl2 + xss = xls , 
then Biedenharn’s G function for U(3) can be written in terms of Holman’s 
series in (1.2) as: 
. wf) ;12 A 
13 23 
G;'(A; X) SE G$'(A, , A,, A 3 ; x12 9 '23 7 x31) =.(-1)' fi fi (bz,i+s - q + l), 
i=lZ=l 
II 
611 b12 43 (L-q+l) (b,,-q+l) (b,,-q+l) 1 
b21 b,, b,, (b,,-q+l) (~a,-q+l) (b,,-q+l) 1 
I) 
(1.4) 
41 b32 b33 h--P+l) (bss-q+l) (bss-q+l) 1 
where 
Aii = xii + Ai - Ai , for i<j 
bij = xii + Ai - Ai + 1, for 1 < i, j < 3 (1.6) 
bi,j+s = xii + A< > for 1 < i, j < 3, 
if we use the notational convention that xii = 0. 
It was established in [6] that G%‘(A; X) can be obtained by inductive con- 
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struction of the solution to either of the following two recursion relations 
along with the boundary condition Gi”(d; X) = 1: 
Z#On 
* @%A, - 1 + &,a , A, - 1 + h,, , A, - 1 + %,a ; ~12 , xag , xn), (1.7) 
where Aii and bi,i+s are defined as in (1.6).] 
G"'(A * 1, A,, 4 ; ~12, xas, 4 
- G%A, - 1 + %,,a ,A, - 1 + 82, ,A, - 1 + L ; 42,4,,41), (1.8) 
where bi,j+8 is defined in (1.6) and xij = xij + S,, - 6i, . 
We can regard the series given by (1.5) as a function of the three variables 
XI> x2, and x, where 
Xl = $2 , x2 = x29, x, = x31 . (1.9) 
Since xl2 + x25 = xl9 , the variables x1 , x2 and xQ satisfy the Barycentre condi- 
tion 
Xl +x2 + x3 = 0 (1.10) 
In [6, 12, 131 (1.9) was not used to define x, , x2 and x, . Instead, xi = x*,~ 
(i, j, k cyclic). Thus, formulas involving Gf’(A ; X) in [6, 12, 131 may be written 
asin(1.4)through(l.l0) f p i’ we ermute the subscripts of the xi in these formulas 
by the cyclic permutation (I 2 3). That is, replace x1 by x2 , x2 by xs , and 
x, by xl . 
Using (1.4) and (1.9) let us wrote the function Ga’ in the form 
G:‘(A ; X) = G$’ 
A, A,+x, 4--x, 
4 A, + x, A, - x, (1.11) 
4, 4+x, A,--1 
ISi, = 1 ifi =jandOotherwise. 
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In [7] it was shown that both difference equations (1.7) and (1.8), used 
together, imply: 
THEOREM 1.12. GA3’(A; X) is unchanged by a transposition OY any permutation 
of the rows OY columns of the 3 x 3 array of parameters in (1.11). Furthermore, 
Ga’(A; X) has central symmetry in the barycentric (Miibius) plane {xi}. There 
is a center of symmetry at the point: 
((A, - 4&‘~ (4 - 4,)/Z (A, - A&% (1.13) 
In [7] it is shown that (1.8) and the symmetries described by Theorem 1.12 
imply that Gr’(A; X) is a polynomial in x1 , xa and x3 . 
The difference equation (1.7) is used in [7] to prove: 
THEOREM I .14. 




(i) m, and m, are non-negative integers such that m, + ma < q - I, 
(ii) a1 f ,4 , and a2 f 82 , 
(iii) (3 T Bd f (B2 , o(2), 
(iv) a2 # a1 and fi2 # A , 
(v) bi,i+3 = xij + Ai, 1 < i, j < 3. 
The main stimulus for our work has been to generalize Gr’(A; X) to n 
variables x, , xs ,..., x, with x1 + I-. + x, = 0. That is, find a polynomial 
Gr).n’(A, ,..., A, ; x1 ,..., x,) whose properties include: 
(i) Gp’(A; X) can be written as a suitable factor times a 
Holman SU(n) series as in (1.4), 
(ii) Gp’(A; X) t’ fi sa is es a pair of difference equations such as 
those in (1.7) and (1.8), (1.15) 
(iii) the symmetries Gl;“‘(A; X) are described by a theorem 
analogous to Theorem 1.12 and the zeros of Gr’(A; X) can 
be described as in Theorem 1.14. 
In light of (1.2) through (1.6) it is natural to define Gr’(A, ,..., A, ; x1 ,..., x,) 
by means of: 
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DEFINITION 1.16. Let 11 > 3. Then: 
G’“‘(d* X) z G’“‘(d P 3 s 1 ,**-> & ; Xl2 ,-**9 X,-1,9& , %,1) 
= WP fi fi (h,i+n - p + l), 
t-12-1 
(1.17) 
b 11 ..- b,, (b,,n+,--q+l) s-0 hn--q+l) 1 
; ; ; 
. . . 
1 (ii’ fj (Ai5 +A’Ii - yiJ)( fi fi (b&,)-l 
Y1+“‘+ll,=* t-1 i-i+1 t3 i-1 1-l 
where 
* fi fi (bz.i+n - Q + 1 + Yd,z-v,) ( E 
(i) di = bi,i+, 
(ii) Aii = xij + di - A,, for i<j 
(iii) Xij = --X3i (Xdi = 0), i < j 
(iv) xi = xi.i+1 , 1 <i<n 
x92 = %I,, 
(1.18) 
Using (1.3), (1.19)(i) and (l.l9)(ii) it is not hard to see that 
(i) b,, = xi,+&-dj+ 1, for 1 <i, j < 71 
(ii) bi,j+, = xii + di , for 1 < i, j < n 
From (1.3) we have the (“b) relations 
(1.20) 
Ai,,, = 4.k -I- A,,, , i<k<n 
which immediately imply the (i) relations, 
A.5 = 4.k + Ah.5 3 i<k<j<n. 
Now (l.lg)(ii) and (1.21) imply that 
xi5 = xd,i+l + xi+l.i+2 + '*' + *j-1,j 
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The Barycentre condition 
Xl + **- + x, = 0 (1.24) 
follows easily from (l.l9)(iii), (iv) and (1.23). Thus, (1.3) along with the four 
conditions in (1.19) are sufficient to determine uniquely all the parameters 
given in (1.18) as well as the Barycentre condition (1.24). 
In section 2 we give a direct proof of: 
THEOREM 1.25. Let Gr’(A; xl2 ,..., x,-~,~, x,,J be defined as in (1.17) and 
(1.18). Then 
G:‘(A, ,..., A, ; x12 >...> xn-1.n 3 x,.1) 
= (-1)(3 i (-l)“-’ (“ri’&-)’ . ( 
?I%=1 i=l 
fi A,$l . fi fi (b,,$,,) 
j=m+1 Z=l i=l 
lvz 
- @dA;, A; ,..., A:, ; x12 ,..., x,-l,% > x,.1), (1.26) 
where 
A; = Ai - 1 + a,, , 
Aij = xij + Ai - Aj, for i < j (1.27) 
and 
bi,j+n = Xi,j + Ai 3 for 1 < i, j < 12. 
This theorem is motivated by the fact that the coefficient function corre- 
sponding to m in (1.7) is none other than the term corresponding to yi = &,, 
in (1.5) when 4 = 1. Note that when zi = 1, and 4 = 1 the term corresponding 
to yi = aiSrn in (1.2) is: 
By (1.3) the Aij are determined by a column of numerator parameters {a,,} 
or a column of denominator parameters {b,,}. Therefore, the Holman series 
in (1.2) can be regarded as a function of these parameters when zi = 1. Thus, 
when zi = 1, we define (1.2) to be the function: 
EV$)(;; 1:: “;:I;: 1:: :yl;) = FVF’((a),(b),l). (1.29) 
In section 2 we prove: 
THEOREM 1.30. Let W:‘<(u) 1 (b) 1 1) be d&red us in (1.29). Then, 
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Even though the proof of this theorem is essentially the same as that of 
Theorem 1.25, this result is more general and implies Theorem 1.25. Note 
the similarity of this result with contiguous relations for classical hypergeometric 
series [23]. As an application of Theorem 1.30 we give in section 6 an elementary 
proof of Holman’s [12] U(n) generalization of the sF&l) summation theorem. 
We show in section 4 that with bgsl+, = x,, + di, Theorem 1.14 is also 
valid for Gr’(d; X). Thii generalization of Theorem 1.14 is a direct consequence 
of the difference equation given by (1.35) and the evaluation of Gr’(d; X) 
for special values of x, ,..., x, . A description of linear factors of those polynomials 
Gr’(d; X) in which di is a non-negative integer less than or equal to 4 is also 
given in section 4. These properties of Gr’(d; X) generalize results in [7]. 
In order to prove an analog of Theorem 1.12 for Gr’(d; X), we must show 
that Gp’(d; X) satisfies an n-dimensional analog of (1.8). Then, we can prove 
the required symmetry theorems for Gr’(d; X), and apply them to complete 
our program which was outlined in (1.15). 
We can guess the n-dimensional analog of (1.8) from (1.26) as follows. In 
[7] it was shown that 
G%G, 4,4 ; ~12, Q, 9 +d 
= G:'(4 ,A, 74; 42,&a ,$,), (1.32) 
where 
x; = -xij - 4 + 4 * (1.33) 
Applying the change of variables in (1.33) to the difference equation (1.7) 
and using the symmetry relation (1.32) both ways gives the difference equation 
(1.8). 
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I f  we assume that Gp’(d; X) has the symmetry given by (1.32), then exactly 
the same argument would lead to the statement of: 
THEOREM 1.34. Let Gr’(A; xl2 ,..., x,-~,~, xn,J be dejimd as in (1.17) and 
(1.18). ?VU?n 




. GE)@; ,..., A; ; xi2 ,..., x&n , x;,,), 
A; = Ai - 1 + Si, , 
bi,j+n = xi.j + Ai 3 for 1 <i, j Q n, 
Xij = Xij + Sjm - S#, a 
(1.35) 
In section 5 we show how (1.26) combined with (1.35) implies that Gr’(A ; X) 
satisfies the symmetry in (1.32). We then deduce the other symmetries of 
Gr’(A; X) as well as the n-dimensional analog of Theorem 1.12. Finally, 
using these symmetries and (1.35) we show that Gr’(A; X) is a polynomial 
in all the variables {Q} and A, ,..., A, . Our methods are generalizations of 
techniques in [7]. 
A direct proof of Theorem 1.34, or equivalently, of the symmetry relation 
in (1.32) appears to be quite difficult. Thus, to prowe Theorem 1.34 and finish 
our program outlined in (1.15), we must use the methods developed in [6] 
where it was shown that Gr’(A; X) satisfies both (1.7) and (1.8). We will use 
the same techniques and ideas from [6j to show that Gr’(A; X) as defined 
in (1.17) and (1.18) satisfies both (1.26) and (1.35). In carrying out this proof 
of Theorem 1.34 we will show that Gr’(A; X) may indeed be regarded as a 
U(n) generalization of GF’(A; X). 
Every irrep (irreducible representation) of the unitary group U(n) is charac- 
terized by a partition [mln = [mi,J = [m,, , mzn ,..., m,,] of n non-negative 
integers obeying the lexical relation mi, 3 m,+rSn ; conversely every such 
partition denotes a unique irrep. Alternatively, the integers {min} are defined 
as the eigenvalues of a set of n commuting invariant operators [3, 41 denoted 
by Ik . That is, each finite dimensional irreps (irrep space) is specified by the 
same partition [ml. We denote this irreps by V([m],). The vector space V([m],) 
is spanned by a set of orthonormal vectors which are labeled by the integers 
[mln y  together with n(n - 1)/2 additional integers mij (z’ < j = 1,2,..., n - l), 
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whose range of values enumerates the basis vectors. The set of n(n + 1)/2 
integers is arranged in a Gel’fand pattern, a triangular array, denoted by (m),: 
Wll = 
where 
man ..- mn-l.a 
mz.n-l -*- 
(1.36) 
mij b 7fliil.w 2 nhl.j 
(betweenness condition). 
(1.37) 
The dimension D([m],) of the vector space V([m],) equals the number 
of lexical Gel’fand patterns (1.36). This number is given by the Weyl dimension 
formula [22s] : 
W4J = fi (Pi, - $h)/l! 21 **. (n - l)!, (1.38) 
w-1 
pi, ZE min + rz - i (partial hooks). (1.39) 
Let r be a Gel’fand pattern such ‘as (1.36) belonging to the irrep [Mln = 
w1n , M2, s***, M&J. Then the weight [A(F of I’ is defined by means of: 
[4mz = kLm 4m,.‘., 4m(m 
where 
In [5J it was shown that the matrix elements of the U(n) denominator functions 
( 
rs 
CPl P2 --- p,q > O] ’ 
where r, denotes the stretched Gel’fand operator pattern corresponding to 
the tensor operator having maximal null space for the shift pattern labels 
d(r,), can be explicitly calculated from the U(n) denominator pattern calculus 
rules [6, 161. 
Just as in [6j we now give an alternative definition of Gp’(d; X) in terms 
of the resulting denominator functions 
[*mi 
D(LPl,P, v..., P,-.,,Ol ) 
(MJ (1.42) 
To motivate our definition we start with the following formula which was 
established in [6]. 
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[ ( D MrJJ ) ([m]n)]e [P, L., 01 (1.43) 
A,! A,! *-* A,! - 
P! n:<+l(Pin - Pi, + A, - Aj) i<j=l 
where pi, = m,, + n - i. 
Now in [6], Gjf’(A; X) was defined by means of 
= (P - q)! fi (pi, -pj3 + Ai - A&A,! A,! A,! 
i<j=l 1 
’ fi (Ai -I 4 + I)! (‘J,,.:: T fi)]-’ . Gf’(A; xl2, x23, x3I), 
i<j=l 1 3 
where xii = p, - pj3 = mi3 - mu, f j - i. 
Note that q determines p since A, + A, + A, = p f  q and we are given q 
and A,, A, and A,. 
Keeping in mind (1.38), (1.39), (1.43) and (1.44) it is natural to recover 
the function GF’(d; X) defined in (1.17) and (1.18) by means of the equivalent 
DEFINITION 1.45. Let n 2 3. Then: 
1 ( D [A, ,..., &I 
-2 
[p, q ,.‘.> q, O] 1 1 Wn) 
4 ( D 
I>..., 4 




(P - !7)! 
(P + (n - ad! 
- G$’ (A; X)1 
= 
[ 
(P - q)! fi (pi, - p,, + di - A,)/A,! .a. A,! 
Z<Zi=l 1 
* $, (4 + 4 + 1 
* G?(4 ,..., 4 ; ~12 , x23 t-e., x,-l.,, , xn.l), (1.46) 
where xii s pi, - p,, = m,, - m,, + j - i. 
Note that q determines p since A, + ... + A, = p + (n - 2)q, and we are 
given q and A, ,..., A,, . 
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Very recently Biedenham [S] has generalized the path sum formulation 
for the denominator function in (l&l), given in [6], to a U(n) path function 
which gives an explicit formulation of the denominator function in (1.42). 
In section 3 we use (1.46) and Biedenharn’s path function in the same way 
as these formulas were used in [q to prove that Gf’(d; X) as defined in (1.46) 
satisfies both equations (1.26) and (1.35), and with the same initial condition 
Gr’(d; X) = 1. From uniqueness considerations for the difference equations 
(1.26) and (1.35) it is then not hard to deduce: 
THEOREM 1.47. Definition 1.45 uniquely determines the same function 
Gc’(d ; X) as does Definition 1.16. Furthermore, as deJined in (1.17) and (1.18), 
Gr’(d; X) satisfies both difference equations giwen by (1.26) and (1.35). 
We want to emphasize that our polynomial Gr’(d; X) as defined in (1.17) 
or (1.46) is not the only possible U(n) generalization of GL”(d; X). Recently, 
together with Biedenharn and Holman, we have discovered a similar function 
-more directly related to group theoretic considerations, while having similar 
symmetry properties as Gr’(d; X). In a future joint work [9] we study these 
related functions and their applications to the classification of Wigner operators 
in more detail. 
At the end of this paper, we explain the connection between our work and a 
U(n) generalization of Holman’s U(3) analog of Whipple’s Theorem [26]. 
In addition, we mention how suitable “q-analogs” of our work may well be 
related to a “U(n) analog” of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities. 
2. CONTIGUOUS RELATIONS FOR SERIES WELL-POISED IN .SU(n) 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.30; generalize Gr’(A; X) by using 
a Holman series in (1.17) having both numerator and denominator parameters; 
and, finally establish Theorem 1.25. 
Proof of Themm 1.30. This theorem is proven by substituting (1.29) into 
(1.31) and verifying the resulting identity by using a summation formula 
from [17]. 
The substitution of (1.29) into (1.31) involves replacing a,, by (1 + amy) 
and bn, by (1 + L) in the series defined by WEi 1 (b) 1 1) in (1.29). In 
order to write out everything explicitly, observe that A,, becomes (AC8 + 
6 - 8,) whenever a,, 
azition, note that: 
is replaced by (I + a,,) and b,, by (1 + b,,). In 
1 + A,, , 
I, 
if r<s 
L = 1 - A,, , if s<r, (2.1) 
1, if r=s 
whenever 1 < I, s, <n. 
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Keeping the above facts in mind, we find that the substitution of (1.29) 
into (1.31) combined with some algebra, transforms the right-hand side of 
(1.31) into the following double sum: 
il .,+..; =g-l(q - l)! I[ fi ws +; - YJ . yf (Am + y>- (JJm + 1)) 
n r<s=1 TS r=1 rm 
9.. *+n 
(2.2) 
By grouping together all terms in (2.2) such that (yl ,...,Y~ + l,...,y,J 
is the same n-tuple as (q ,..., w, ,..., w,) for some m, it is not difficult to see 
that (2.2) can be rewritten as the double sum: 
(2.3) 
Indeed, given an n-tuple (wl ,..., w,,) in (2.3) such that wi + ... + w, = q, 
the terms in (2.2) which are grouped together according to the condition 
(Yl >...> Ym + 1,...,Y?J = (WI ,***, %n ,*-*, w,) are precisely those terms corre- 
sponding to n-tuples, with non-negative co-ordinates, that are in the set 
((Wl - 1, w2 >...> %J,..., (Wl ,a.-, w,-i , w, - l)}.: Since it is a function of 
(Wl >..., w,), the expression inside { } may be factored out of the sum of all 
the above terms in (2.2) that we have grouped together. This sum can then 
be written as: 
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However, (1 - S,,,m) w, is simply w, . Thus, summing (2.4) over all 
(Wl ,---, w,), with w, + .I- + w, = q, immediately gives (2.3). 
We now use a summation formula from [17-j to show that the inner sum 
in (2.3) is the constant q. The proof of the theorem will then be complete, 
since (2.3) will become none other than ~~‘((~) 1 (b) 1 l), which is the left- 
hand side of (1.31). 
Recall that w:)<(u) 1 (b) 1 1) always depends implicitly upon at least n columns 
of denominator parameters. Furthermore, (1.3) implies that 
(2.5) 
By using (2.5), the inner sum in (2.3) becomes: 
(2.6) 
Let $A3 ,..., z,) be the Zth elementary symmetric function of z, ,..., z, . 
Then, (2.6) can be written as the double sum: 
il ; (-1)‘n-z’ $z((wl + h,),..., tw, + b,,)) - (bn,)(n-z) * [ fi Pm - b,,o 
r=1 
r#m 
= $, (-l)‘“-z’ $z((wl + &A..., (w, + b,,)) i (kPz) 
m-1 
(2.7) 
For non-negative integers p, let /3&r ,..., z,) be the homogeneous symmetric 
functions denoted by h, by Littlewood in [15J. These functions satisfy the 
recursion relation: 
9-l 
P,(2) = -2 (- l)'P-" 4Jzd4 * at49 (2.8) 
in which p > 1 and PO(z) = 1. For example, j3l(~) = #I(Z), ad &z(z) = 
ohtw - id4 
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In addition, suppose that: 
B-1(% ,*a*, z,) = p&l ,..., z,) = .** = pl-,(zl ,...) z,) = 0 (2.9) 
In Appendix A of [17] it was shown that: 
jl (.%JN *[fl (G - 4j-l = (-l)‘n-l’ *BN--n+&l,~~*, 4, (2.10) 
T#m 
in which xi ,..., z, are distinct arbitrary numbers, N is a non-negative integer, 
and B&l ,..., z,) is defined as in (2.8) and (2.9). 
In order for mF’((u) 1 (b) 1 1) to be defined we must have A,, $10. Hence, 
by (2.5), the parameters {b,,} appearing in the inner sum of (2.7) must be 
distinct. It is now immediate from (2.10) that this inner sum is simply (- l)(+l) . 
a-z(L ,...P 6,,). Thus, (2.7) becomes: 
k (-l)‘r+i’ &((Wl + 4n),..*, (Wn + b,,)) * /%.,(b,, >‘..Y &WJ. (2.11) 
It is clear from (2.9) that all but the first two terms in (2.11) vanish. Recall 
from (2.8) that pi(z) = +i(z) = z, + ... + z, . Noting that&,(z) = #s(z) = 1, 
it is clear that the sum of the first two terms in (2.11) is w, + .*. w, . However, 
w1+ *.. + w, = q. Thus, we have finally shown that the inner sum in (2.3) 
is the constant q. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.30. 
Remark 2.12. The summation formula in (2.10) is not only an essential 
step in the proof of Theorem 1.30, but is also responsible for the fundamental 
identity given by (1.43). Recall that (1.43) plays a key role in the definition 
of Gr’(d; X). 
Motivated by Definition 1.16, we define a w”((a) 1 (b) 1 1) analog of 
Gr)(d; X) by means of: 
DEFINITION 2.13. Let n > 2. Then: 
Gi%4 I (0 
* Wy;‘“‘((u) - q + 1 I (b) - a + 1 I 1) * (2.14) 
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(2.15) 
where A,, is defined as in (1.3), and (u) - q + 1 denotes the parameters 
obtained by adding 1 - q to each of the parameters represented by (u). 
The analog of (1.26), for Gr)((a) 1 (b)), is given by: 
THEOREM 2.16. Let Gp’((a) 1 (b)) be defined as in Definition 2.13. Then 
q + l,..., &zR --‘q + 1 
4,n+l - q + l,..., b1.i - q + 1 
b 78.?3+1 47+1 
%k-q+l La+,--q+L..., 4.r-4+1 
um,,--p+2,-v a,,,-q+2 b,,,+,~q+2 ,..., . (2.17) 
&a,-9+1,-v %,k--q+l b,,,+rq+l,..., b,,j--q+1 
Proof. Observe that whenever m is between 1 and n, 
(-,)a n * g 8b+l h - 4 + 1)a * [fi fi (al, - 4 + l)a]-‘? (2*18) 
is equal to 
* *$+l(b,, I-’ - 9 + 1) * 1 fi km - q + -l 1) t-1 II 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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. 
i 
(-l)(q-l)(:) n,III, s-$+1 (bz, - Q + lhp.4 ’ J$+l (b,s - Q + 2h-1) 
(2.21) 
Replace a, and b,., by (a,, - 4 + 1) and (b,, - Q + I), respectively, in 
both sides of (1.31). Multiplying both sides of the resulting difference equation 
by (2.18) leads directly to (2.17). Indeed, by (2.14), (2.18) times the left-hand 
side is just the left-hand side of (2.17). On the other hand, the product of 
(2.19) and (2.20) times the mth coefficient function of this equation gives the 
mth coefficient function in the right-hand side of (2.17). Furthermore, (2.14) 
-(w implies that (2.21) times the Wtq-r) function, which multiplies the mth coefficient 
function in this equation, is the corresponding G& function in (2.17). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.16. 
It is not hard to see that Theorem 1.25 is the special case of Theorem 2.16 
in which k = 0, j = 2n, and b,,,,, = x,, + A,. To see this, define Gr’(A; X) 
implicitly by means of: 
G:‘(A; X) = G:)((xTs + A, - q + 1)) 
(2.22) 
= G?(&s+n - q + 1)). 
Note that, 
Gki(,Ai - 1 + Ai, >; X) = G:%(x,, + A, - q + 1 + Lz)) 
(2.23) 
= Gi%br.s+n - 4 + 1 + hm)). 
By using (2.22) and (2.23), it is immediate that (1.26) is equivalent to the above 
special case of (2.17). 
3. THE PATH SUM FORMULATION OF Gp’(A;X) 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.47. First, we must review 
some facts about elementary denominator functions [5] and the ordinary 
U(n) denominator pattern calculus rules [a. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The denominator function 
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is said to be elementary provided that there is a positive integer 1 less than n 
such that: 
(i) exactly 1 of the d, are 1 and the rest 0, 
(ii) p, = ... =p, = 1 andp,,, = 1.. =p,-r = 0. 
Note that (1.40) implies that 
(3.3) 
where p, and d, are non-negative integers. We also have the lexical relations 
Pl 2 Pz z *** >, p,-, 2 0. (3.4) 
A denominator function such as 
tA 1 ,...I 4 
D hP1 >*.., Pn-1 9 01 ) (3.5) 
acts on the set of irreps labels {[ml,}. Recall that 
where the m,, are non-negative integers satisfying 
If the denominator function in (3.5) is elementary, then its value on the 
irreps label [m], is a polynomial in the partial hook variables p, = mij + j - i. 
This polynomial depends only on the delta pattern (or weight) [A, ,..., An] 
and the irreps label [m], , and is constructed by means of the ordinary U(n) 
denominator pattern calculus rules [6] which are given by: 
Rule 1. Write out one row of n labeled dots. 
. . . . . . . 
1 2 3 n-2 n-l n (3.8) 
Rule 2. Draw arrows between dots as follows: Select a dot i and a dot j 
in (3.8). If Ai > A,, draw Ai - A, arrows from dot i to dot j; if Aj > Ai, 
draw the arrowsfrom dot j to dot i. Carry out this procedure for all dots in (3.8). 
Rule 3. Assign the partial hook pi, to dot i in (3.8). 
Rule 4. In general, there will be several arrows going between two dots 
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in (3.8). Assign to the first arrow the factor p(tai1) - p(head), and to the rth 
arrow the factor 
p(tai1) - p(head) + r - 1. (3.9) 
The collection of all arrows between two dots is known as an arrow pattern, 
and corresponds to the product of all the factors in (3.9). 
Rule 5. If (3.5) is an elementary denominator function, then 
(3.10) 
is equal to the absolute value of the product over all possible arrow patterns 
of the factors defined in (3.9). 
It is often convenient to denote a delta pattern [O] by [a, ,..., a,], where 
the ai are non-negative integers. The denominator function given by (3.2) 
is then written as: 
D ( 
al ,..., 4 
[l,!..,l,O ,..., O] 1 (MJ = 4al....,anluaJ~ 
where, as in Definition 3.1, exactly 1 of the ai are 1 and the rest are 0. Of course, 
(3.2)(ii) also holds. 
Given that S is an Z-element subset of I, = {1,2,..., n}, we let 
d(S) = [a, ,..., a,] (3.12) 
be the weight in which ai = 1 if i E S, and 0 otherwise. 
As defined in (3.11) and (3.12), ddcs) is the most general elementary U(n) 
denominator function that we will need to consider. The pattern calculus 
rules given in (3.8) through (3.10) immediately imply that 
= E l(Pea -PA * g IQ%72 - Pjdl 
ie.7, jsSE ieSc,iES 
= 5 I(Pin -PA * lJ IhI -Pin)l 
iG3, jdO js.9, id 
[ddd[mln>12 = g, (%> * JJ (%I (3.13) 
id 
&S, j6Sc iEs’,jEs 
In evaluating /(pi, - pin)1 we have observed that (1.39) and (3.7) imply 
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that pin - p,, = m,, - min+j-i is >0 if i<j, and is <0 if i>j. We 
have also used the fact that 
(3.14) 
I f  [A] and [Ad’] are two weights corresponding to the operator labels [M] 
and [M’], respectively, then the U(n) denominator functions D(#J and 
D$,‘,$ are multiplied by the rule: 
(3.15) 
where ([4 + [A’]) is the n-tuple obtained by componentwise addition of 
[mln and [A’]. 
This is just like pointwise multiplication of functions except that the argument 
in the first factor of the right hand side of (3.15) is shifted by [A’]. This multi- 
plication is in general not commutative. A denominator function such as D([$ 
is not only a function of the irreps label [ml, but also of an arbitrary n-tuple 
[111 ,***, an] of non-negative integers. Thus, the right-hand side of (3.15) is 
well-defined. 
For elementary U(n) denominator functions such as those in (3.11), the 
multiplication rule in (3.15) takes the form: 
where [u] = [% ,..., u,J and [b] = [b, ,..., 6,J. 
Formula (3.13) implies that if [6] = [b, ,..., 6J is an arbitrary n-tuple of 
non-negative integers, then 
[4cs,W, + VW = J-J (xij + b, - h) . fl @if + bi - 64 (3.17) 
i<j i<f 
LS, j&F z&SC, jES 
Thus, the right-hand side of (3.16) can be expressed as a polynomial in the 
symmetric variables {xif} by means of (3.13) and (3.17). 
An arbitrary stretched U(n) denominator function such as (1.42) does not 
in general have a simple product formula such as (1.43). However, very recently 
Biedenham [B] has proven: 
THEOREM 3.18 (Biedenham path sum formula). If 
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is a stretched U(n) de-nominator function, then 
[ ( D [PE..,P.-1 9 01 
17*.-Y 4 ) crml,,]-2 
= [ (p, - p2)!(p2 $)! *** (pm-, - O)! 1 
-1 
where the sum is over all ordered collections of subsets of I,, satisfying: 
(9 0 4 IL II S2 I19.-, II Spl III is a sequence of the positive integers k less 
than n in which exactly (p, - plc+l) of the 11 S, II are k.2 
(ii) he -t pl bt t n u e o ained by componentwise addition of A(&) is [A, ,..., A,]. 
That is, 
g A(&) = [A]. 
I?=1 
Note that the right-hand side of (3.19) may be evaluated by (3.17) and 
iteration of the multiplication rule given by (3.16). 
The sum on the right-hand side of (3.19) can be rewritten as: 
where the outer sum is over all sequences (011 ,..., LX,,> of the positive integers k 
less than n in which exactly (p, - pk+l) of the 0~‘s are k, and the S, in the inner 
sum satisfy the conditions II S, II = 01, , and A(SJ + 4S2) + ... + A(s,J =[Al. 
Just as in the U(3) case, the factorization Lemma [4] and the commutativity 
of certain boson operators [16] implies that each of the inner sums in (3.20) 
are, in fact, all equal to each other. As the outer sum in (3.20) is over exactly 
p,!/(p, - p,)!(p, -pa)! ... (p,-r)! sequences {cur ,..., a,,}, (3.19) (3.20) and 
this remark immediately give: 
THEOREM 3.21. If 
is a stretched U(n) denominator function and {a1 ,..., LX,,} is any Jixed sequence 
* For a finite set 8, by 1) S 11 we mean the cardinality of S. 
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of the positive integers k less than n in which exactly (plc - p&+1) of the or’s are k, 
then: 
wheri the sum is over all ordered collections of subsets of I, satisfring 11 S, 11 = LY,, , 
mdA(SJ + 432) + ... + A(S,J = [Al. 
Suppose that in (3.22) we have p, > p,,, and 01~~ = 1. Then, it is not hard 




[Pl 9 P, 
umln) 
9..., P,-1 9 01 ) 1 (3.23) 
= 0 D ( 14 - 4s) 
[Pl 
([mh 
- L..., P, 1, 
+ &dP4J 
- 1% Pz+1,.**, P,, 9 01 ) A(s))] I-’ 
On the other hand, if in (3.22) we have p, > p,, and or, = 1, then we likewise 
obtain: 
[ ( VI ) I 
-2 
D [PI> P, ,..., PM, 01 md93) 




VI - 4‘9 
[A - L...,Pt - LPl,, Y,P,-l>Ol 04J ) II -2 (3.24) 
Note that whenever p, > p,, , the stretched U(n) denominator functions 
on the left-hand side of (3.22) satisfy both difference equations (3.23) and (3.24). 
This fact is applied in [9] to the study of functions having similar symmetry 
properties as Gr’(A; X). 
Keeping in mind our definition of Gr’(A; X), given in (1.46) and the special 
case of (3.23) and (3.24) in which (pi ,..., p,, ,O] = (p, 4 ,..., q,O) and 
1 = n - 1, we now prove: 
THEOREM 3.25. As defined in (1.46), Gp)(A; X) = 1 and Gr’(A; X) 
satisfies both difference equations (1.26) and (1.35). Furthermore, Gr’(A; X) is 
uniquely determined either by q iterations of (1.26) OY by q iterations of (1.35). 
Proof. The initial condition Gc’(A; X) = 1 follows immediately from 
(1.43) and (1.46). 
If by C we mean the set obtained by deleting the integer v from the set I,, , 
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then the special case of (3.23) and (3.24) in which (pr ,...,p,-r , 0) = 
(p, 4 ,..., 4, 0), 4 > 0, and 2 = n - 1 can be written in the form: 
[ ( [Al 1 1 
-a 
D [P, Q ,..., !A0  @1n) 
n 
0 ( 
D [Al - 44 = 
II=1 [p - 1, Q - l,..., 4 - 1,Ol 
) m1n + d(a] &cd[dJ 1-t (3.26) 
and 
(3.27) 
As long as the operator labels appearing in the denominator functions on 
both sides of (3.26) and (3.27) are non-negative, then these difference equations 
are well-defined. Therefore, whenever 4 is a positive integer, p iterations of 
(3.26), as well as p iterations of (3.27), are well-defined since the resulting 
operator labels are always non-negative. Consequently, Definition 1.45 and 
the initial condition Gr’(A; X) = 1 imply that Gr’(A; X) is uniquely deter- 
mined either by 4 iterations of (3.26) or by 4 iterations of (3.27). 
We complete the proof of Theorem 3.25 by using (3.17) and (1.46) to show 
that the difference equations (3.26) and (3.27) are equivalent to (1.35) and 
(1.26), respectively. Once this equivalence is established, it is immediate that 
Gr’(A; X) satisfies both difference equations (1.26) and (1.35), and is uniquely 
determined either by Q iterations of (1.26) or by Q iterations of (1.35). 
To this end, note that [A] - A(?) equals [A, - 1 + a,, ,..., Ai - 1 + 
A,, - IS,,]. Furthermore, xij becomes xij + 6, - Si, if [ml, is replaced 
ti ‘(iAJn + A(F)), since xij equals mi, - m,, + j - i. Thus, the substitution 
of (3.17) and (1.46) into (3.26), combined with algebraic simplification gives: 
G$‘(A, ,..., A, ; x12 ,-.., xn-1.n 3 ~1) 
= i ( fi (Xij f A,)(x,j - Aj) * ff (Xiv - A,) * fi (xvi + A,) * fi Ai) 
v=l (<j=l i=l i=v+l i=l 
i&v izv 
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which is none other than (1.35). In this second equality we have used the fact 
that bt,,+,, = xu + d, and xi3 = -xji . 
Similarly, the substitution of (3.17) and (1.46) into (3.27) leads to: 
@‘)(4 ,..., 4 ; ~1s ,..., x,-w, 3 ~1) 
= f ( fJ (Xi3 + Ll,)(X,j - Llj) * “Z (Xi” + di) - fJ (X”j - A,) * fi 4) 





EI, txiv + di - 4) 
1 ( 
-’ ’ 3$+1 (53 + 4 - 41)-l 
. ‘$$(A - 1 + a,, ; ,xi.i+l J, 
which is (1.26). 
All the above steps which were used to show that (3.26) and (3.27) imply 
(I .35) and (1.26), respectively, are reversible. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.25. 
Theorem 1.47 is now an immediate consequence of Theorems (1.25) and 
(3.25). 
Proof of Theorem 1.47. By Theorem 1.25, Gr’(d; X) as defined by (1.17) 
and (1.18) satisfies the difference equation (1.26) and initial condition 
Gp’(d; X) = 1. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.25, Gr’(d; X) as defined 
by (1.46) satisfies the same difference equation and initial condition, and is 
uniquely determined by 4 iterations of (1.26). Thus, (1.17) and (1.18) lead 
to the same function as does (1.46) since (1.26) combined with Gc’(d ; X) = 1 
has a unique solution. Therefore, Theorem 3.25 implies that Gr’(d; X) as 
defined in (1.17) and (1.18) I a so satisfies the difference equation (1.35). This 
completes the proof. 
Remark 3.28, Though only referred to in this section as partial justification 
for why each of the inner sums in (3.20) are equal to each other, the factorization 
Lemma [4] deserves further study since it may well lead to a direct proof of 
the second part of Theorem 1.47. 
Remark 3.29. If  we tried to define Gl;“‘(d; X) be means of an equality 
such as (1.46) in which p = p, , 4 = p, , and the operator labels in the 
denominator function on the left-hand side were [p, q, 9s ,..., pnml , O}, then 
607/36/z-6 
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we claim that uniqueness considerations imply that q = p, = ... = &I . 
Analogous to the U(3) case, it is necessary to require that Gr’(d; X) be uniquely 
determined by Definition 1.45 (with operator labels [p, q, p, ,..., &_I , 01) 
combined with either q iterations of (3.23) or q iterations of (3.24), in which 
E = n - 1 and [p, ,..., p,-, , 0] equals [p, q, p, ,..., p,-, , 01. We have uniqueness 
only if these q iterations of (3.23) or (3.24) are well-defined. But, just as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.25, these q iterations are well-defined only if the operator 
labels [P - q, 0, P, - q,..., P,-, - q, 01 are all non-negative. That is, only if 
pi 3 q for 3 < i < n - 1. By the lexicality conditions, we always have q 3 pi 
for 3 < i < n - 1. Thus, the operator labels [p, q, p, ,..., p,-, , 0] must be 
equal to [p, 4, q,..., 4, 01. This argument shows that our choice of operator 
labels in Definition 1.45 is a necessary as well as sufficient condition for 
Gp’(d; X), as defined in (1.46), to be uniquely determined by either (1.26) 
or by (1.35), and the initial condition Gr’(d; X) = 1. Sufficiency was demon- 
strated in the proof of Theorem 3.25. 
4. THE ZEROS AND LINEAR FACTORS OF Gl;"'(d;X) 
In this section we evaluate Gr’(d; X) for special values of X, prove the 
U(n) analog of Theorem 1.14, and describe the linear factors of those polynomials 
Gr’(d; X) in which d, is a non-negative integer less than or equal to q. 
It is not hard to see that (1.26) implies: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Gr’(A ; X) be dejined as in DeJinition 1 .I6 or, equivalently, 
Dejkition 1.45. Then, 
G:‘(A; X) Izij++,, = (-,+“,‘) . (qy+1)2 . (4.2) 
Wd.B#j 
Proof. Recall that CC,, + A, = bar,s+la . From (1.3) it is clear that if bi,$+, = 0, 
then: 
By setting bi,j+n equal to 0 in both sides of (1.26), and using (4.3), we obtain: 
G”‘(A* X) Ibi ~+n= = (-I)(“,‘) . cl 9 , 0 n e?x.*+n) 
ls&k9@ 
W=i.B#5 
.G’lt’(A -1+8.*X)] 01, Y  "L 79 k,+, = 0 * (4.4) 
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Note that if d, is replaced by (d, - 1 + &), then bv,B+n becomes (ZI”,~+~ - 
1 + S,J. Therefore, Q iterations of (4.4) yields: 
. G?(,A, + q(- 1 + L),; X> Ir,i,j+,+ 
= (-l)u(“il) I-J (bu,B+n - q + 1)Q . (43) 
1<%3<% 
o&.&j 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed by observing that (4.5) equals the 
right-hand side of (4.2). 
Remark 4.6. Theorem 4.1 generalizes Lemma 4 of [7]. Note that the 
x,, + d, that appear in the product on the right-hand side of (4.2) are all 
xns + d, which are not in the ith row or jth column of the 12 by rz matrix: 
B = ((h,~+nN = ((as + 4)). (4.7) 
On the other hand, though of the same form as (4.2), Lemma 4 of [7] uses 
those x,, + A, , other than xii + Ai , which are in the ith row or jth column 
of the 3 by 3 matrix: 
‘1 ‘2 +x23 '3 +x32 
“2 \ A,+~31 4 +x13 a (4.8) 
\A, 4 + x12 4 +x2,/ 
By comparing (4.7) with (4.8) it is immediate that the 
is equivalent to Lemma 4 in [7]. 
As an application of Theorem 4.1, we now prove: 
THEOREM 4.9. 
mhetmer : 
U(3) case of Theorem 4.1 
(4.10) 
(i) m, and m2 are non-negative integers such that m, + m2 < q - 1, 
(ii) a1 # A , and a2 # P2 , 
(iii> (a1 9 a> f (P2 9 ~2), 
(iv) a2 f q , and P2 # A , 
(v) bi,j+n = xij + Ai , 1 < i, j < n. 
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Proof. Whenever q = 1, the first condition in (4.10) implies that m, = 
ma = 0. Since m, = 0, the left-hand side of (4.10) is of the form given by 
(4.2), with i = aI andj = & . However, since ma is also zero, (4.1O)(iv) implies 
that this case of the right-hand side of (4.2) is 0. Thus, Theorem 4.9 is true 
whenq = 1. 
A similar application of Theorem 4.1 implies that (4.10) is true for any q 
whenever either of nrr or m2 equals 0. To see this, observe that whenever 
x,, + d, is a non-negative integer less than q, then the binomial coefficient 
in (4.2), corresponding to x,, + d, , is zero. 
We complete the proof of Theorem 4.9 by induction on q. Keeping in mind 
the fact that (4.10) is true for all q and mpz, = 0, we show that if (4.10) holds 
for q - 1 and all non-negative integers m, and ma satisfying m, + m2 < q - 2, 
then (4.10) is also valid for q and qm, # 0 satisfying (4.10)(i). 
Define Gj;“‘(d; X) implicitly by means of: 
G$@; X) = G>‘((x,, + A,)) 
= G?Wa,,s+nN. 
(4.11) 
Note that, whenever m is between 1 and tt: 
= &k(ko+n + hn - 1)). (4.12) 
Suppose that baI,dI+n # 0 and bol,,B,+n # 0 satisfy (4.10) for q. Then, 
b .+-,+n + $, - 1 and b, ,,s +,, + 8, m - I satisfy (4.10) for q - 1. To see 
this, observe that at least o’ni of SflImPor aBa,, must be zero, since by (4.1O)(iv), 
at most one of /3r or /?a can equal tn. Thus, the inductive hypothesis and (4.12) 
imply that, for any m between 1 and 71: 
However, (1.35) and (4.13) immediately give: 
G:‘(d; X) lb @3*+n~ = 0. 
arp,ll+n- 2 
But, this is just (4.10) for q and mlmz # 0 satisfying (4.10)(i). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.9. 
Remark 4.14. Recalling (1.23), and noting the five conditions given by 
(4.10), it is clear that Theorem 4.9 determines hyperplanes on which Gr’(d; X) 
vanishes. For example, the conditions in (4.10) determine 2(i)(“;l) (n - 3)- 
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dimensional hyperplanea on which Gr’(d; X) is aero. A more detail4 study 
of the zeros of functions such as GF’(d; X) will be umktaken in [9]. 
We now describe linear factors of Gr’(d; X) by means of: 




is a factor of G’,n’fA; X) (d,Sk . 
Proof. The theorem is certainly true for dr = q, since in that case, the 
product in (4.16) is equal to 1. It is immediate from Theorem 4.1 that 
is a factor of Gr’(d; X) 14-O . Thus, the theorem is true for any g and dr = 0. 
From the above two special cases of (4.16), it is clear that the theorem is 
true for q = 1. We complete the proof of Theorem 4.15 by induction on q. 
Keeping in mind the fact that (4.16) is true for all q and d, = 0 or q, we show 
that if (4.16) holds for 4 - I and d, a non-negative integer less than q, then 
(4.16) is also valid for q and d, a positive integer less than q. 
Define Gr’(d ; X) implicitly as in (4.11). Note that if 1 < A, < g - 1, 
then a,,,, Q A, - I + a,,,, < q - 2 + S,, . Thus, A, - 1 + a,,,, satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 4.15 for q - 1. Hence, the inductive hypothesis and 
(4.12) imply that 
(4.17) 
is a factor of 
Gk;(,A, - 1 + h.,n 9; P,,,+I + Lam - km 3) 1+-k 3 (4.18) 
where 1 <k<q-1. 
In the ntth term of (1.35), 
muhiples (4.IQ rind hence 44.17). We nezt show tba the proclucks in (4.16) 
can be factored out of (4.17) mukiplieB by (4.19). Tkis will fkiih the proof 
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of Theorem 4.15, as we will then be able to factor the products in (4.16) out 
of each of the 71 terms in (1.35) whenever A, = K. 
There are two cases to consider: 
Case 1. In this case, m equals 1, and (4.17) becomes: 
= k---z) * I-J 
k3 + 4 - 4 + 1 + 4h*-1--4z) . (4 20) 
l<uk3l (q - AZ)! 
a#Z*8#2 
a#8 
It is clear that 
JIGn (% + 4 (4.21) 
&3+Z 
a+#¶ 
can be factored out of (4.19), since the constraints on the product in (4.21) 
are more restrictive than those in (4.19). It is not hard to see that (4.20) multiplied 
by (4.21) is simply the products in (4.16) multiplied by the constant (q - A,). 
Thus, in this case, (4.16) can be factored out of (4.17) times (4.19). 
Case 2. In this case, m does not equal I, and (4.17) becomes; 
Note that, 
However, 
can be factored out of (4.19), since the constraints on the product in (4.23) 
are more restrictive than those in (4.19). Thus, it is clear that (4.16) can be 
factored out of the product of (4.19) with (4.22). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.15. 
Remark 4.24. In the same way that Theorem 4.1 was a generalization of 
Lemma 4 of [7], Theorems 4.9 and 4.15 generalize Lemmas 6 and 5, respec- 
tively, of [7]. In [7], Lemma 6 was essential to the proof that the set 2, on 
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which Gf’(d; X) vanishes, uniquely determines Gi”(d; X) up to a multi- 
plicative factor which depends at most on d. Lemma 5 was used in [7l in the 
determination of the null space of the Wigner operator (F,). It is hoped that 
Theorems 4.9 and 4.15 will eventually lead to similar results involving 
G$@(A; 2’). 
5. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF Gr'(d;X) 
In this section, we prove the symmetry properties of Gr’(d; X), and 
then show that GI;“‘(d; X) is a polynomial in all the variables {xi,}, and 
A r ,..., A,, . Just as in [9], we use the matrix B, introduced in (4.7), to formulate 
the n-dimensional analog of Theorem 1.12. 
The following observation will prove to be useful in this section: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let i, j, and k be any integers, not necessarily in increting order, 
such that 1 < i, j, k < n. Then, 
Xjf + Xjk = Xi* m (5.2) 
Proof. It is clear from (1.22), that if i < j < k, then xii + xjk = xik . 
Noting that xii = -x,* , we see that if k < j < i, then Xii + xjk = 
-(xkj + xji) = Xtk * On the other hand, j < i < k implies that, xij f xjk = 
X,, + (Xj, + x(k) = x#k ; and, j < k < iiXlphS thzt, Xij + Xik = -(%jk + xkc) + 
xjk = xgk . The two remaining cases follow in exactly the same way, and the 
proof of Lemma 5.1 is complete. 
As an application of (1.26) and (1.35) we now prove: 
THEOREM 5.3 (Transposition Symmetry). Suppose that, 
Then, 
if, s A,, and ~j,r+~ = xi+l.i + Ai+l - 4 - (5.4) 
and, 
= G:‘(,Ai ,; ,~i+l,~ + A,+l - A, ,), (5.5) 
&.+, = gjj + if, = xii + A, = bjsi+, . (5.6) 
Proof. Note that (5.5) is clearly true when p equals 0. To prove (5.5), 
we use (1.26), (1.35), (5.2), and induction on Q. 
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Keeping in mind (5.2) and (5.4), we see that: 
iifdj = xii + Aj - Ai . (5.7) 
The relation (5.7) immediately gives (5.6) as well as: 
The relations (5.4), (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) imply that if A, and Xij are replaced 
by a, and *id , respectively, then the difference equation given by (1.26) becomes: 
G$“(,A t ,; ,Xi+l.i + Ai+1 - 4 ,) 
.G’n’(A- 1 +S. al) e zm 7; ,Xi+l,t + Ai+1 - Ai ,). w 
By induction, each of the GE\ functions on the right-hand side of (5.9) 
satisfies the symmetry relation (5.5). If in (5.5)) we replace 4, A,, and x~,~+~ 
by 4 - 1, (Ai - 1 + aim), and (x$+~,~ + Ai+l - Ai), respectively, then we 
obtain: 
Gt\(,Ai - 1 + aim 9; ,Xi+l,i + Ai+1 - Ai 9) 
= G$!\(,Ai - 1 + a,, 7; ,Xi,i+l + at+l,m - aim ,)* (5.10) 
In view of (5.10)) the right-hand side of (5.9) is none other than the right- 
hand side of (1.35). Thus, (5.9)) (5.10)) and (1.35) immediately give (5.5)) 
and the proof of Theorem 5.3 is complete. 
Remark 5.11. We have just seen that (1.26) and (1.35) imply (5.5). It is 
also the case that any two of the relations (1.26)) (I .35), and (5.5)) imply the third. 
In a similar way that we showed (5.5)) we now use (1.35) to prove: 
THEOREM 5.12 (Row Symmetry). Let u be any permutation of the n-set I, , 
and suppose that: 
Ji E Au(i) + Xo(i)< 9 and %.i+l E xi,i+l * (5.13) 
Th, 
G$“(,Ai 7; ,Xi,i+l 9) = Gp’(Ji y; ,Zi,i+l 9) = Gt)(,A,(i) + xo(i)i ); ,xi,i+l 9)) (5.14) 
and, 
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Proof. Note that (5.14) is clearly true when q equals 0. To prove (5.14), 
we use (1.35), (5.2), and induction on q. 
Equation (5.15) follows immediately from (5.2) and (5.13): 
Note that: 
(j ,n: (4,i+n) = fi fI(h7(zLt+n) = fi fi (bZ,i,?A (5.17) 
Z-l i=l z-1 i-1 
i#rn i#ln f#lm 
The relations (5.2) (5.13), (5.15), (5.16), and (5.17) imply that if Ai and xi3 
are replaced by a, and SYNC, respectively, then the difference equation given 
by (1.35) becomes: 
By induction, each of the Gc\ functions on the right-hand side of (5.18) 
satisfies the symmetry relation (5.14). If in (5.14), we replace u, q, A,, and 
xi.i+l by u-l, q - 1, (4~ - 1 + ~o(t)i + La), and hi+, + &+,m - b,A 
respectively, then we obtain: 
It is clear from (5.19), that the right-hand side of (5.18) is simply the right- 
hand side of (1.35). Thus, (5.18), (5.19), and (1.35) immediately give (5.14), 
and the proof of Theorem 5.12 is complete. 
The symmetries of Gr’(d; X), which we have obtained in (5.5) and (5.14), 
are generators of a group of symmetries of Gr’(d; X). 
By applying (5.5), and then (5.14), and finally, (5.5) to Gr’(d; X), we obtain: 
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THEOREM 5.20 (Column Symmetry). Let CT be any permutation of the n-set 1;, , 
and suppose that: 
Then, 
and gi+1 = %W(i+1) . (5.21) 
@‘)(A 9; ,xi.i+l ,> = Gt’(,Js ,; ,x,,i+l ,> 
(5.22) 
and, 
= G?(,Ai. + xio(i) 9; ,wi~i+d, 
Proof. To obtain (5.22) we apply (5.5), (5.14), and then (5.5), in this order, 
to Gp’(A; X). This composition yields: 
G:‘<,Ai 7; r~i,i+l ,> ’ 
= @‘(,A ,; ,xi+l,i + Ai+l - 4 ,) 
= @)(,A + GM 9; ,xi+l,i + Ai+l - A, ,I 
= Gi’%Ai + xio(i) I; ,x,(,)l,(i+l) ,I, 
In passing from (5.24) to (5.25), we observed that if Q+r 
A,+l - Ai, then: 
%(i)i = xiow + 4 - 4,) . 
Going from (5.25) to (5.26), we used the identity: 
+%)o(itl) = *owi + %i+1 + %+1,o(i+1) * 
Both of these facts are immediate consequences of Lemma 5.1. 
Equation (5.23) follows directly from (5.21) and Lemma 5.1: 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.20. 






THEOREM 5.27 (Row and Column Symmetry). Let (r and p be any permutations 
of the n-set I, , and suppose that: 
- 
4 = 4,) + TAM) 
= h&),p(i)+n > 
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and 
%+1 = %(i)&+1) * 
Then, 
GF’(,A i ,; ,xi.i+l ,) = G?(,& 9; ,%,i+l ,> 
= ‘+%L(r) + s(i)p(i) 3; ,x,(,M,+,) A 
and, 
%*+n = % + ai = xowpw + A,(i) = bow.ow+n - 
Furthermore, if a = p, then: 






Proof. By using Lemma 5.1, it is not hard to see that (5.29) is obtained 
by applying (5.22) to (5.14). Equation (5.31) is immediate from (5.29). We 
complete the proof of Theorem 5.27 by observing that (5.28) and Lemma 5.1 
immediately give (5.30). 
Remark 5.32. The symmetry expressed by (5.31) generalizes Lemma 1 
of [7]. In [7], xi was defined by means of: xi = x~,~ (i, j, k cyclic). To express 
Lemma 1 of [7] in the same form as (5.31) we let x,(0 5 x,o~,,(~) . 
Theorems 5.27 and 5.3 may be combined to give: 
THEOREM 5.33 (Row, Column and Transposition Symmetry). Let a and p 




Proof. By using Lemma 5.1, it is not hard to see that (5.35) is obtained 
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by applying (5.5) to (5.29). The proof is finished by noting that (5.34) and 
Lemma 5.1 give (5.36). 
As mentioned earlier, the symmetries of Gr’(d; X), which we have obtained 
in (5.5) and (5.14), generate a group. This group is described by: 
THEOREM 5.37. The symmetries of Gp’(A; X), which are generated by 
compositions of the symmetries in (5.5) and (5.14), form a group. This group is 
of order 2(n!)2, and its elements are given explicitly by (5.29) and (5.35). 
Proof. For convenience, we denote the symmetries in (5.29) by ordered 
pairs (0, p) of permutations. The symmetry in (5.5) is known as T. With I 
the identity permutation, the symmetries in (5.14) are denoted by (y, I). Finally, 
by T(o, p), we mean the symmetries in (5.35). 
By construction, each of the symmetries given by (u, p) or T(a, p) are generated 
by compositions of T and (y, I). It is clear that the set G, , consisting of the 
symmetries ((a, p)} and {T(a, p)], has 2(n!)” elements. Since G,, contains T 
and {(y, I)}, we finish the proof by showing that G, is closed under composition 
with T or ((y, I)}. To this end, observe that Lemma 5.1 implies: 
(i) (a, p) or T(u, p), applied to T, is T(p, u) or (p, a), respectively, 
(ii) (0, p) or T(u, P), applied to (n I), is (Y(U), P) or T(y(u), P), respectively, 
(iii) T, applied to (a, p) or T(u, p), is T(u, p) or (u, p), respectively, and 
(iv) (n I), applied to (0, P) or T(u, p), is (u(y), p) or T(u, p(y)), respectively. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.37. 
We are now in a position to obtain the n-dimensional analog of the first 
part of Theorem 1.12. It is not hard to see that (5.30), (5.36), and Theorem 5.37 
immediately imply: 
THEOREM 5.38. Let Gr’(A; X) be dejined implicitly by (4.11). Then, 
Gr’(A; X) is unchanged by a transposition or any permutation of the rows or 
columns of the n x n matrix B in (4.7). 
Remark 5.39. The formulation of Theorem 5.38, in terms of the matrix B 
in (4.7), was directly inspired by analogous work in [9]. It is not difficult [9] 
to see that the U(3) case of Theorem 5.38 is equivalent to the first part of 
Theorem 1.12. Further applications of the matrix B are given in [9]. 
Define new variables fi,i+l by means of: 
%i,i+l E xi.i+l + (Ai - Ai+dP (5.40) 
Note that (&+r} satisfy the Barycentre condition: 
51.2 + *-- + f,-l,n + f,*, = 0. (5.41) 
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The n-dimensional analog of the second part of Theorem 1.12 now follows 
from (MO), (5.41), and Theorem 5.3. Indeed, we have: 
(5.43) 
ly(A; 8) = @)(A; -2) 
= cp(,A - 
(5.44) 
f 9; ,-%.d+l, ) . 
That is, Gr’(A; X) has central symmetry in the burycentric (Miibius) plane 
{x~,~+~}. There is Q center of symmetry at the point: 
(x)=( t%i+1 J = wi+1 - 4PJ. (5.45) 
Proof. It is clear from (5.40), (5.43), and Theorem 5.3 that: 
@‘(A; 8) = G:‘(A ; X) 
= Gf’(A ,; , --Xr.i+1+ 4i1- 4 3) 
= G:'(,Ai ,; ,--%.i+l - (4 - 4,+,)/Z,) 
= G:‘(A; -8). 
Thus, G$‘(A; X) h s ows central symmetry about the origin X = 0. But, 
this is clearly equivalent to Gr’(d; X) having central symmetry about the 
point (X) = (,(4+l - Q/Z,). This completes the proof of Theorem 5.42. 
The importance of the symmetry relations, established in this section, is 
that they enable us to prove that Gr’(d; X) is a polynomial. Indeed, we find 
that (1.35), (5.22), and (5.31) lead to: 
THEOREM 5.46 (Polynomial Property). Let Gr’(A; X) be @ined us in 
Dejkition 1.16, or eq&vaZently, Defkition I .45. Then, the function @(Ad; X) 
is a poIynomME of degree (n - l)(n - 2)q in the variables (xi*}. Furthermore, 
Gp’(A; X) is a polynomial of akgree (n - 1)2 * q in the variables A, ,..., A, . 
Finally, Gr’(A; X) is aLFo a poijwomial of degree (n - l)a * q in all the variables 
{x,,), &A, ,..., 4, . 
Proof. The function Gr’(A; X) is a polynomial in {xt3} and {Ai}, since 
Gp)(A; X) = 1. We first ,show, by induction on q, that the function Gr’(A ; X) 
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is a polynomial in all the variables (xii}, and {Ai}. The rest of the theorem 
follows directly from this fact. 
Multiplying both sides of (1.35) by 
we obtain: 
i$, (x4, (5.47) 
fi (4 * Gi’%i 3; ,xi,i+l ,> 
i<j=l 
= (-d”,‘) z1 (-lP-l . $, 6%) fi fi (Xii + 4 is1 j=l 
i,j#VZ j#Tll 
-G?(A.- l+Sa,,;,xdi+r Ql, Z * + &+1.m - %m 9). (5.48) 
We use (5.22), (5.31), and the inductive hypothesis to show that the right- 
hand side of (5.48) is a polynomial in {xii} and {Ai}, which contains the product 
in (5.47) as a factor. This will immediately imply that Gr’(d; X) is a polynomial 
in (xii> and {AJ. 
By the inductive hypothesis, GE\(,Oi - 1 + Si, ,; ,x~,~+~ + Si+r,m - Si,,, ,) 
is a polynomial in {di - 1 + Sinz} and (x~,~ + Sj, - Sim}. Thus, the right-hand 
side of (5.48) is a polynomial in {xii} and {Ai}. The symmetry given by (5.31) 
implies that if (xr.J is a factor of the right-hand side of (5.48), then so is the 
product in (5.47). 
Indeed, suppose that: 
,& h> * @)(A 3; ,xl.,i+l J = (~4 PM ,; ,xij ,), (5.49) 
where P( ,A z,;, 131 x.. ) is a polynomial in (xii) and {Ai}. Observe that if u is any 
permutation of I, , then {Accij} and (x~(~),,~~)} are permutations of the elements 
in the sets {Ai} and {Q}, respectively. Therefore, 
By (5.50), (5.31), and (5.49) we immediately obtain: 
(5.50) 
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Taking (I to be the permutation (11)(a), we see that (x,,) is also a factor of the 
right-hand side of (5.48), since P(,d,(,, ,; ,x,(,),b) ,) is a polynomial in {xsj} 
and {A,}. 
Note that if I < s, then Lemma 5.1 implies that: 
I (%) + 6% + %+1.i - &fl.J, if i<randr+ 1 <j, X(j = (Xir -7 Xj,), if j<r (5.52) (%+1.i - xr+l.A if r + 1 < i. 
Now, if x,, is a variable and, {xi,: i < r} and {~,+i,~: Y + I <j} constants, 
x,., does not divide any of the quantities xi* in (5.52), except itself. Thus, 
regarding x,, as a single variable, as in (5.52), we see that if (xJ is a factor 
of the product of any polynomial Q(,& ,; ,xii ,) with any product of 
{xij: xij # x,,}, then (x,.J is a factor of Q(,& ,; ,xij ,). By induction, it is clear 
that if each of {x,.~} are factors of the right-hand side of (5.48) then so is the 
product in (5.47). 
In order to finish the proof that Gr’(d; X) is a polynomial in {xii} and {Ai}, 
it is sufficient to establish (5.49). By means of (5.52), view the right-hand side 
of (5.48) as a polynomial in (xrs), whose coefficients are polynomials in 
{xij: xij # ~rs} and -{Ai}. Then, in order to establish (5.49), we only need to 
show that the right-hand side of (5.48) vanishes whenever xlz = 0. 
To this end, we find that setting jcrs = 0, in the right-hand side of (5.48), 
gives: 
(5.53) 
* {G’?(A a1 1, A2 - l,..., d. - l,..., d - 1. S-1, X2s )..., Xi,d+r ).**, Xn.2 + 1) I n > 
- GJY\(A, - 1, A2 )**a) Ai - l,..., A, - 1; 1, X, - l,***, Xi,i+i ,**., ~,,a)}. 
Suppose that A, , A, , and Ai are replaced by 4, , A, - 1, and Ai - 1. In 
addition, replace xi2 , xsr, , x~,~+~ , and x,,r by -1, xzs , Xi,i+i , and x,,~ + 1. 
Then, if a is the transposition (12), (5.22) implies that: 
G’n’(A 91 1, A,- l,..., A.- l,..., A - 1. -1,x, ,..., xi,{+i ,..., x,,~+ 1) t n 9 
= Gilt’,(A, < 1, A2 p.s., Ai - l,...,‘A, - 1; 1, Xm - l,..., Xi,i+i ).*.) xn.2). 
But, this immediately implies that (5.53) is 0. 
The proof that Gr’(A; X) is a polynomial in {Xi,} and {Ai} is now complete. 
Clearly, Gr’(A; X) is also a’polynomial in either (xi,} or {Ai}. All that remains 
is to check the degree of these polynomials. With i = j = 1, (4.2) implies 
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that the degree of Gr’(d; X) is at least: (n - l)(n - 2)9 in (xij>; (n - 1)%1 
in {Ai}; and, (n - 1)2p in {xij} and {A,}. On the other hand, an induction 
argument based upon (5.48) shows that the degree of Gr’(d; X) is at most: 
(n - l)(n - 2)p in {Q}; and, (n - 1)2p in {+> and (Ai}. Note that the degree 
of Gr’(d ; X) in {A$} is also at most (72 - 1)2q. 
Combining these inequalities completes the proof of Theorem 5.46. 
Remark 5.54. Theorem 5.46 proves that the well-poised form of Gr’(d; X), 
given by (1.18), is a polynomial. Thus, we have shown the existence of a U(n) 
generalization of Holman’s [13] U(3) analog of Whipple’s Theorem [26J 
Further work in this direction is undertaken in [9]. 
6. ELEMENTARY PROOF OF HOLMAN'S sF4(1) THEOREM 
In this section, we give an elementary proof of Holman’s [12] U(n) generaliza- 
tion of the 5F4(1) summation theorem. 
To this end, we first use Theorem 1.30 to give a proof of: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let Vp’((a) 1 (b) 1 1) be deJined as in (1.29). Tken, 
b 1 
y-1 1*;+1 : 
I I) 
(6.2) 
an.n-l b i n.n+1 
n-1 
= II ha+1 - 4, 
i=l 
(6.3) 
Proof. Given an initial value for mp’((a) 1 (b) 1 I), the difference equation 
(1.31) has exactly one solution. By Theorem 1.30, (6.2) satisfies (1.31) with 
k = 71 - 1 and j = rz + 1. Since both (6.2) and (6.3) equal 1 when 4 is 0, 
the proof of the theorem is complete once we show that (6.3) also satisfies 
(1.31) with k = n - 1 andj = 11 + 1. To accomplish this, we must show that: 
n-1 
n (bi,n+l - da 
i=l 
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Note that (1.3) implies: 
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By multiplying both sides of (6.4) by 
and then using (6.5), (6.6), and some algebra, we find that (6.4) is equivalent to: 
n n-1 
n-1 




= 0. (6.7) 
Define a function h,, of’a complex variable I by: 
n-1 
h,(z) = JJ (2 - br,n+l+ uii) * (2 + 4 - 1) * fi (2 - b,.*+d -‘* (6.8) 
i-l i-l 1 
The denominator parameters {bi,,+i} must be distinct, and none of the 
bi.n+l can be equal to 1 - q. Otherwise, Pi”‘((u) 1 (b) 1 1) is not defined. 
Furthermore, we can assume, without loss of generality, that ui, is not 0. 
Therefore, all of the poles of h,(z) are simple, and are located at the distinct 
points (1 - 9; h,,,, ,..., k,+ll. 
Suppose that y is a closed contour enclosing all of the points (1 - q, 
b l.n+l ,...s b n.n+&- Th en, since the degree of the numerator of h,(s) is two 
less than the degree of the denominator, we have: 
I 
h,(r) d2 = 0. (6.9) 
Y 
It is clear, from (6.9) and the residue theorem,’ that the sum of the residues 
of h,(2) at the points @l,,+l ,..., L,+l , 1 - q} is 0. It is now not hard to see 
that the identity given by (6.7) is valid. Just observe that the left-hand side 
of (6.7) is the sum of the residues of h,(z) at the points {b,.,,, ,..., b,,,+r , 1 - q}. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1, since (6.7) is equivalent to (6.4). 
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We now show that Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to Holman’s U(n) generaliza- 
tions of the sF4(1) summation theorem. 
THEOREM 6.10 (Holman). Let m:‘<(u) j (b) / 1) be defkd as in (1.29). Then, 
Xl - WI + 1 
I . 
Xl - w2 + 2 ... x1 - wnel + II - 1 
% - Wl ivy . 
z2 - w2 + 1 ... x2 - w,-1 + ?I - 2 
z,-w,-n+2 x,-w2--?a+3 ... %a - wn-1 
1 x1 - x2 + 2 ... x1 - 2, + 12 
z2 - Xl 1 *** x2---z,+n-1 
x,-&r+2 z,--z,-n+3 *** i 
12-l 
= j-J (Wi - a - i), - 
[ 
fj (Xi - a - i + l), -I. 
i=l 1 (6.11) 
Furthermore, (6.11) is equivalent to the equality of (6.2) and (6.3). 





xi---zxj+j-i+l, if j<n 
zi--u--i++, if j=n+l. 
(6.13) 
On the other hand, (6.11) implies Theorem 6.1. Recall from (1.3) that: 
and 
b,, - bii = u,~ - uij = bxi - bij - bl,,+l - bi,n+l , (6.14) 
bai = 1. (6.15) 
Keeping in mind (6.12), (6.13), (6.14), and (6.15), it is not hard to see that the 
following special case of (6.11) is simply Theorem 6.1: 
and, 
x1 is arbitrary, 
wj =“1+3---a,f, 
xj =z,+j-b13, if (2 <j<n), 
a = x1 - b, n+l . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.10. 
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Remurk 6.16. The U(2) case of Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to the classical 
p*(l) summation theorem. Our method of proof of Theorem 6.1 is reminiscent 
of the Barnes-type contour integral proofs of results in the transformation 
theory of hypergeometric series. It should be possible to find a “Barnes-type” 
integral analog of Theorem 6.1. In addition, integral analogs of the other 
U(n) summation theorems in [12] may exist. Finally, we hope to find a U(n) 
generalization of Dougall’s theorem [lo]. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Remark 5.54 implies that there exists a Gr)((a) 1 (b)) analog of Whipple’s 
theorem in which Gr’((a) 1 (b)) h as an n by 2n array of denominator parameters 
(6) and no numerator parameters (a). Holman’s analog of Whipple’s theorem 
is a realization of the 3-dimensional case of Remark 5.54. Whipple’s classical 
transformation theorem corresponds to a Go”) 1 (b)) function in which 
there is a 2 by 6 array of denominator parameters (b) and no numerator 
parameters (a). 
The above examples suggest that the well-poised form of Gr)((a) 1 (b)), 
given by (2.15), is a polynomial whenever there are no numerator parameters 
(u). That is, there exists a Gr’(+ [ (b)) g eneralization of Whipple’s theorem 
which contains Holman’s U(3) analog as a special case. Once we prove a 
Gr’((a) I (b)) generalization of (1.35), which is analogous to (2.17), then the 
symmetry techniques of section 5 can be used to show that Gr’($ I (b)) is a 
polynomial. The functions Gr’(+ I (b)), in which (b) is an n by mn array of 
denominator parameters, are especially interesting since they may lead to 
highly symmetrical, m&i-variable generalizations of Whipple’s theorem. 
At this point, it seems likely that a proof of the Gr’(# I (b)) generalization 
of Whipple’s theorem may result from a detailed study of: the original proof 
of the U(3) analog of Whipple’s theorem [7]; Gel’fand lattice polynomials 
and irreducible representations of U(n) [ll]; suitable specializations of the 
U(n) generalization of the Biedenharn-Elliott identity [18]; multi-variable 
umbral calculus techniques in [14]; transformation formulas for basic hyper- 
geometric series in [I]; and, MacMahon’s theory of Hammond operators 
presented in [20] and [21]. 
In the same way that Watson [24] used his “q-analog” of Whipple’s theorem 
and the Jacobi triple product identity to prove the original Rogers-Ramanujan 
identities, we hope to be able to obtain “U(n) analogs” of the Rogers-Ramanujan 
identities by first proving a “q-analog” of the Gr’(+ I (b)) generalization of 
Whipple’s theorem, as well as a “q-analog” of Hohuan’s U(n) generaliiation 
of the sF4(1) summation theorem given in 6.11. If a “+uralog” of 6.11 exists, 
it should be possible to obtain a “U(n) analog” of the ,&Pe summation theorem 
by means of the analytical methods in [2] and [22]. 
210 STEPHEN C. MILNE 
The first step in the above program is to find a “q-analog” of the well-poised 
form of Gr’((a) 1 (b)). To this end, it seems a good idea to derive a “q-analog” 
of the Weyl dimension formula in (1.38) by first considering unitary groups 
over either a finite or p-adic field. 
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